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• No matter how ingenious or robust the design, failures 
happen. NASA’s history shows that achieving mission success 
takes reliable, inventive, motivated teams.
• Every mission objective, every failure tests the system and the 
team in a different way
• Learn – deliberately – from last time to improve next time
• Reinforce foundations at every opportunity
Reliability in Space Starts with Work on Earth







• Put enough work into PLAN and TRAIN so that when you FLY 
you have the bandwidth to handle the unexpected.
• PLAN: Figure out how the mission needs to be run
– Build the timeline, write the procedures, agree on the rules
• TRAIN: Develop skills and techniques as a team
– Every team member plays a part in mission success – or failure
• FLY!
PLAN, TRAIN, FLY



• Understand your hardware – and your software
– What must work?  How must it work? (Corollary: how may it work?)
• Understand the tools / skills / etc available onboard
– How familiar is the crew with the hardware (and/or software)?
– What tools, equipment, etc is available to fix the problem
• Put the pieces together – communicate clearly what needs to 
be done and why
Maintenance in Space






• The lessons we learned revitalized our analysis and response 
plans for major systems failures.
– A team of engineers, flight controllers, instructors, and astronauts keep 
track of the skills and tools needed to get the job done in each case
– Team members write procedures and get specialized training on the 
tasks they need to perform
– When failures happen, we build the response plan, check and double-
check the training and procedures, and execute.
Following the 2010 Contingency Spacewalks…









• We may know more tomorrow than we do today – but if we 
wait to find out, we may lose the chance to act.
• We will act today, based on the best knowledge we have.
• What we learn by our actions today will improve our options 
and opportunities tomorrow.
Act, Learn, Apply, Act
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